
EVOLUTION CLADOGRAM

A cladogram is a diagram used in cladistics to show relations among organisms. A cladogram is not, however, an
evolutionary tree because it does not show.

Note that character states unique to a single terminal autapomorphies do not provide evidence of grouping.
That taxonomists would classify taxa based on similarity makes sense. Characters shared through common
ancestry homologues and derived relative to a former state are called shared derived characters or
synapomorphies. In practice, taxonomists often have difficulty in distinguishing between which character
states are primitive and which are derived. Because ancestral and derived states are determined relative to
some reference frame, their status changes if the frame of reference changes. Hair color, leg length, or gene
sequence, for example, are characters of organisms that vary. We use special methods of phylogenetic
inference, developed over the last several decades, to compare features present in a given group of species to
allow us to figure out how they are related to one another. Because of this, we can take any collection of
organisms and hypothesize a meaningful pattern of relationships, provided we have the right kind of
information. Other algorithms can be used when the characteristic data includes both molecular and
morphological data. Genetically Modified Organisms Cladistics and Classification Except for his last sentence
where he used the word "evolved," Charles Darwin never mentioned "evolution" in The Origin of Species.
However, homoplasy is often not evident from inspection of the character itself as in DNA sequence, for
example , and is then detected by its incongruence unparsimonious distribution on a most-parsimonious
cladogram. It is only when characteristics change that we are able to recognize different lineages or groups.
Cladistics: a phylogenetic system of classification used to infer and construct cladograms based on shared
derived traits or synapomorphies Synapomorphies: shared traits that evolved only by members of the group
and that have been inherited from a single common ancestor in which the features first evolved. Characters are
inherited attributes of organisms; they may be morphological, genetic, developmental, behavioral,
physiological, biochemical, and so forth. A unrooted tree can be rooted, but for any given unrooted tree there
are many possible rooted trees that can be derived. For what reasons can taxa share synapomorphies? It is
measured by first calculating the total tree length of each partition and summing them. Figure 3. Then
replicates are made by making randomly assembled partitions consisting of the original partitions. Similarities
between whales and sharks are largely superficial and result from their common aquatic habitat, not from their
descent from a common ancestor. New and better data could change the outcome of a cladistic analysis,
supporting a different hypothesis about the way that the organisms are related. Relatively smaller brains are
ancestral, relatively larger brains are derived. Other features of a wing such as its shape and size, and how it
develops could also be character states.


